
 

Ineorem5se Language Erm CM MisaTM andLCM 0 is undecidable

PCStep.bystep
Asalways we proceedwith a proofby contradiction Suppose for thesakeof contradiction that Erm is decidable thenthere exists a decider R
for ETM

As a next step we will choose a language that we know is undecidable e.g Lem
and construct a new TM S that uses R internally

is a decider for theundecidable languageLt

Attempt Let's first consider the simplest possible case Since S needs
toprocess inputs for him it expects inputs of theform M W

Notice though that R being a deciderforErm expects inputsof theform M
Then theabout to be constructed S can receive M W theneliminate the
second argument w and pass only M to R

S it isgiven to us forfreebecauseweassumed
Nofeffhter put forthesakeof contradiction that

zetas i
CAnalysis If R returns accept then we know that the given input M

does not accept any string i.e M e Een Sice no input can
make M accept we know for a factthat M does not accept itmay reject or loop
heoriginallypassedinput w Therefore in that case S can safely accept
But we have not completed the proof that theproposed S is a decider
Wehaveonly covered the R accept case

If R returns reject then we know that the given input M accepts
at least one input string i.e CM 4ErmBut we have no ideawhich string sis accepted by M Infact we don't evenknow if MCW even halts So at this
point we are stuck Theproposed S construction is not giving anyuseful insight
on whether M w accepts or not
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AttemptWehave to come upwith a nonobvious construction for S Thegoal
is still for 5 to use R internally

be a decider for theundecidable languageLem
But we have to take a less direct route

Instead we will come upwith a brand new M that can be fed to thedecider R
and can help us understand if the inputmachine M accepts the inputstring x
If we have such an M then S can be a TM that takes as an input M X

euyf tift.gg mM.toR and outputs a decision

GiventhatM is notknownwithoutseeingtheinputM has to beconstructed on thefly

IdowecomeupwithMIRecall that in Attempt1 theproblem was that if
R outputsreject then we don't know if M acceptson

w or a different inputstring Let's try to fix this

We want to define M in such a way thatwhen we feed it to decider R
i e R M we will now that if we see reject then M accepts on w

This means that M should not acceptanystringthat is not W In case that
the inputstring is infactW it shouldoutputwhatever M wouldoutput on W

J On

input

M W an encodingof a TM M and an inputstring w
1Construct the following machine M
M On input X

1 If X W then M rejects
2 If X W then run M on w andaccept if MCW accepts

2 Run R on input M
3 If R accepts then S rejects

Forthe last part of theproofyouhave to show that theproposed TM
s is indeed a decider for Lem Finish theproofat home
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EPEity
Even if we showthat aproblem is decidable intheory itdoesn'tnecessarilymean that
it isefficientto calculate its solution inpractice
Thus we study computational complexitytheorywhichanalyzestheamount of resources
required for solvingproblems

Y IE n ysis we considerthe longestrunningtime ofall inputsof
a fixed length
In average case analysis we considertheaverageofalltherunningtimes ofinputsof a particular length

Definition Let M be a deterministicTMthat haltson all inputsTherunning

1 time or time complexity of M is thefunction f IN N where
flu isthemaximum number ofsteps thatM uses onanyinputof lengthn

If flu is the running time of M we saythatM runs in time flu

To avoid complexexpressions of therunningtime weprefer to estimate it
using asymptotic analysisFocus on the highest order term oftherunning
time expression

fefiniti

2 Let f and g be functions f g IN Rt WesaythatFG Olgaif positive integers c and no exist such that for every n no
f n s c gca

When flu Olga we say ga is an upperbound for flu i.e ga is
an asymptotic upperbound for flu

É

É
Input Size n



Timecomplexity Sipser Chapter 7 1

Takethe language A 04 k 0 We knowthat A is decidablebuthow
much time does a single tape Turing machine need to decide A

Let's see a low level description of a TM M thatdecides A
scantakes

1 Scan across thetapeand reject if a 0 is foundto therightof a
Its

2Repeat if both Os and Is remain onthetape 73 repetitions
4341,1 3 scan across thetape crossing off asingle o anda single1.7k p

4 If Os still remainafterall theIs have beencrossedoff or if Is still

Otherwise accept

In total M is a 042 Turingmachine

Definition 77 Let t IN Rt be a functionDefine thetimecomplexity class
TIME Elul to bethe collection ofall languages that aredecidable

by an Octal time Turing machinethus
theanalysis for M showsthat AETIME na because TIMEna contains

all languages that can bedecided in 0 na time

1 Scan across thetapeand reject if a 0 is foundto therightof a 1
2Repeat if both Os and Is remain onthetape
3 Scan across thetapecheckingwhether thetotal number of

Osand Is remaining is even or odd If it isodd reject
4 Scanagain acrossthetape crossing off every other O starting

is

with the first 0 and then crossing offeveryother 1 starting
withthe first 1

Quiz5.1 Based on the time complexityof My we cansay that pickthe
most accurate upperbound
A AE TIMECA
B AETIMEChlogn
C A E TIME G
D A E TIME logy



Suppose we have access to a TM with two tapesWe can design
a two tape approach with TM Mz

1 Scan across tapeAand reject isfound to therightof a l2 Scan across theOs on tapeAuntil the first 1 At the same time
copy the Os ontotapeB

3 Scan across the Is on tapeAuntiltheendoftheinputForeach
I read on tapeA cross off a 0 on tapeB If all Os are

crossedoff
before all the Is are read reject
4 If all theOs havenow been crossed off accept Ifany Osremain
reject

Quiz 5.2Based on the time complexityof the two tape TM Mz
we cansay that pickthe most accurate upperbound
A AE TIMECA
B AETIMEChlogn
C A E TIME G
D A E TIME logy

The complexity of language A depends on themodel of
computation selected

In computabilitytheory the ChurchTuring thesis implies thatall reasonable
models of computation are equivalent i.e they
all did the same languages

In complexity theory the choice of themodelaffectsthetimecomplexity
of languages

On a high level Acrossdeterministicmodels the timerequirementsdon'tdiffer
too muchThankfully the classification system wewill see
is not sensitive to thesesmalldifferences



Lomplexity RelationshipstmongModed

Enron
eaten then every eat time

multitape Turing machinehas an equivalent 0 tact time

Proofidea Simulatingeachstepofthemultitapemachineuses at most OCelal
steps on the singletapemachineHence thetotaltime is 0 ta

Atmostpolynomial timedifferencebetweentimecomplexitymeasured in singletapeand
multitape TM

Fefinition
7.9 LetM be a nondeterministicTuringmachinethatis a decider
The runningtime ofM is thefunction F IN IN where flu is
themaximum numberofstepsthatMuses on anybranch
of its computation on any input oflengthn

Deterministic
Is

I III II accept flat
I manage
Fln

yme I
rent

nondeterministic singletapeTuringmachine hasan equivalent 204t
Atmostexponentialtimedifferencebetweentimecomplexitymeasured in deterministic
and nondeterministic TM

TheClasst Sipser Chapter 7 2

All reasonabledeterministic computational models are polynomially equivalent

IgnorepolynomialdifferencesRecallthat in asymptoticnotation wedisregarded
constant factors We nowgoing to disregardmuch
greaterpolynomialdifferences i.e between n and n
The reason is that we are interested in the
polynomiality or youpolynomialityof aproblem

DifferentPerspective



Definition P is theclass of languagesthat are decidable in polynomialtime
on a deterministic singletape TuringmachineMoreformally

D TIME nk

P is invariant forall models of computation that are polynomially
equivalent to the deterministic singletape TM

Interest

Jj ay ofproblemsthatrealistically solvable inpractice

We stilluse the anglebracket notation to indicatea reasonableencoding to a

string for a TMReasonable in a sense that we can encodedecodein polynomial time

A language LEP if there exists a TM M and a polynomialp suchthat
1 Me x runs in time p txt and 2 Xel ifandonly ifMaG l

Class P is closedundercomposition If algorithmAmakes polynomiallymany
calls to algorithmB and B runsin polynomialtime then A runs inpolynomialtime

Eg consider the language

PATH G S t G is adirectedgraphthathas a directedpathfrom s to t

Theorem 714 PATH EP
theClassNP

sipser Chapter7 3

In certain cases attempts to avoid bruteforce haven'tbeen succesful i.e we

don't know any polynomial algorithm to solvethem
Maybebecause we haven'tfoundtherightalgorithmictools
or maybebecausetheseproblems cannot be solved in polynomial time

Thecomplexitiesofmany of theseproblems are linked Apolynomialtime
algorithm for one of theseproblems can be used to solve an entire
class of problems

Let's start with an example

A Hamiltonian path in a directedgraphG is a directedpaththatgoesthrough
eachnodeexactly once We can define the language

HAMPATH G S t G is adirectedgraphwith a Hamiltonianpathfroms tot



G We can build a bruteforce
s algorithm for testing if an input is a

member of HAMPATH slightly
modify thebrute forceapproach
for PATH

Interestingly some problems e.g HAMPATM havean interesting feature called
polynomial verifiability Eventhough we don'tknow of a fastway to constructtheir
solution we can efficientlyconvincesomeone of its existencebypresenting it

IDefinition 8 Averifier for a language L is an algorithm V where
L X Vaccepts ex w for some string w

A polynomial time verifier runs in polynomial time in thelengthof x
A language L is polynomiallyverifiable if it has a polynomial timeverifier
The extra string w is called a certificate or witness orproofofmembershipin L

Forexample for LG s t the certificate is simply the green colored
path from s to t

I ition7 iq NP is the class of languagesthathavepolynomialtimeverifiers
verifier

Alternativedefinitia LeNP ifthere exists a TM Meand a polynomial p
such that I MacX W runs in time p txt and 2 XEL ifandonly if there
exists a wet such that ML X W l

Overall L is in P if membership in P can bedecidedefficiently
L is in NP if membership in NP can beverifiedefficiently

Theorem not is sipser P E NP E Y TIME 2nd I EY It c

ProofiThemachinethat solvesdecides a language Lep can beused to generate
the solutionwhich can serve as a certificatew for a verifierwhich implies
Le NP Therefore P ENP

Suppos LeNP thenthereexists a polynomialverifierVa Since Varuns
in polynomial time it can read at most the firstpillx1 bits of w
Thus w has length at most pCixi
To showthat Le TIME 2n we construct thefollowing decider



M
Oninput x
1 Run M lx W forall strings we 0,13

P D

2 If any of these results in MalXW outputs accept then
M outputs accept Otherwise reject

The running time of M on x is 0 27 p'llx1 thus LETME 2 for
a constant c Therefore NPEGTIME 2nd a

IIII necmm.name

d
1Write a list of k numbers pi pk where k is thenumber
of nodes in 6 Each number in the list is nondeterministically
selected to be between Iand k
2 Check for repetitious inthe list Ifthere isany reject
3 Check if s p andtapu If either fail reject
4 Foreach i ell k I check if pi pit isan edgeof6
If any are not reject Otherwise accept

Theorem7.20 A language is in NP ifandonly if it isdecidedby some nondeterministic
polynomial time Turingmachine

ÉÉ LIL is a languagedecidedby an ocean time Ntm

Ikr y 722 NP L NTIME na

OveralfThe powerof polynomialverifiability seems to be muchgreater
than that ofpolynomial decidability
We are unable toprove theexistence of a single language in NP
that is not in P

Theconsensus is
that the two classes

or are notequalBut
we havenoproof



verifying a ingenious solution shouldbeeasier thanconstructing it onyour own

at

MIME
The bestdeterministicmethod currently known for deciding languages
in NP uses exponential time i e

NP E EXPTIME


